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Summary

We explore models for performance in athletic �running� events at a range of di�erent dis�

tances and suggest a parametric form which can be useful for characterising the change in

performance with distance� This model is �tted to ���	 world records for various distances�

Performance is expressed as the average speed for each distance� which is a more natural

variable than time� when considering di�erent distances� with widely varying times� We ap�

ply the model to compare performances by the same athlete at di�erent distances� and so to

determine an athlete
s strengths� or to assess the e�ect of training� This requires that we also

examine times near to the world records in order to characterise this change in performance�

Another application of our model is to jointly describe the decrease in several world records

over a number of years and so to predict lower bounds on these records� We demonstrate

this using some simple parametric forms with asymptotes�

Keywords� World records in running� parametric models� non�linear �tting� prediction

� Introduction

We consider the problem of comparing performances in athletic events at a range of distances

� Figure � shows the men
s and women
s world record times� at the end of the ���	 season�

for distances from ���m to the marathon� plotted against the distance� We wish to analyse
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and model the change in these times with distance � notice that although the record times

increase apparently almost linearly with distance � see the �tted straight lines on Figure �

for illustration � this clearly cannot be the case� since the average speed for each distance

must be decreasing�

Figure � about here

Several previous studies have attempted to model performance� using models of varying

complexity and physiological interpretability � e�g� Henry ����� Purdy ������� Francis

������ and Riegel ������� Our work is concerned with �tting the observed patterns accurately

and using the parameters� or the �tted values in subsequent analyses� In this paper� we

examine models previously �tted to the world record data and consider re�nements of them�

which better represent the features observed� Having developed a suitable model� we then

use this in two ways� �rstly we can normalise athletic performances with respect to the �tted

values� for instance to determine which current world record is particularly outstanding� or to

compare performances by an individual athlete at di�erent distances� without the in�uence

of exceptional world records� For this comparison� we also need some indication of how

performances decrease away from the world record � the world top �� rankings for each event

are used for this� Secondly we can �t a set of such models to world records over a sequence

of years and examine the change in parameter estimates through time� These can then be

used to explore lower bounds on parameters and hence on world record performances� This

second application has been studied by� among others� Chatterjee and Chatterjee ������

both for individual distances and for a joint additive model for several distances� Also Blest

����	� considered several distances in one model� and we extend this work using more �exible

models for performance on a natural scale� which gives us greater precision in estimation�

In x � we explore and �t models to the world record data� We then use these models in

x � to compare performance at di�erent distances for an individual athlete� and in x � to

address the issue of long�term trends and limits to performance�
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� Models

��� Some existing models

The world record times are often viewed on a log scale� since the range of distances included

is quite large � see Figure ��

Figure � about here

The di�erence between men and women on this scale is visually smaller � it is now a ratio

�from ���� at ���m to ���� at the marathon�� Models are often �tted on this scale � e�g�

Blest ����	� and Riegel ������ � the linear �t shown in Figure �� being equivalent to�

log�ti� � a� b log�di� ���

or ti � exp�a�dbi ���

for parameters a and b� where ti �secs� is the current world record time for the ith distance

di �metres�� We �t this model using simple linear regression to minimise the sum of squared

residuals from ���� i�e� log time� or relative residual� rather than the residuals from ����

in time� which would favour the longer distances� We have included the six events� ���m�

���m� ���m� ���m� �����m and marathon ����	m�� although the �gure also shows the

���m� ���m and some intermediate distances� which either are not run so frequently� or else

are similar to one of our six �e�g� the mile�� We exclude the sprint events from the analysis as

these are run essentially anaerobically and are dependent upon the start� as we discuss later�

The estimated parameters from these �ts are given in Table � below �estimated standard

errors in brackets�� together with the residual sum of squares in both log�t� and speed� v

�which we will refer to later��

Table � about here

These suggest that the time taken increases more than linearly ��b � �� with distance� as we

expect� and this increase is very similar for both men and women� The parameter a is a

�xed o�set for women
s performances �which equates to a ratio of times of about ���� as we
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have seen��

Robinson and Tawn ����� consider a simple model t����m � �ct����m� for comparing only

the ���m and ����m times� with �c � ����� Model ��� above implies that t����m � �bt����m�

�
�b � ����� which is very similar�

Rather than develop re�nements to the above models� we will consider a more natural

scale for comparison of di�erent events�

��� Average speed

To see the patterns in performance at di�erent distances more clearly� we consider the average

speed v � d�t �m�s� for each event� This is the natural scale for comparing distances with

widely di�ering times� but relatively similar speeds� We note that Keller ������ derived

equations for the optimal instantaneous speed during a race� based upon considerations of

energy use by the athlete and concluded that for distances greater than about ���m the race

should be run at a steady pace throughout� hence justifying the use of average speed� This

again distinguishes the sprint events with a signi�cant proportion of the race time spent

accelerating�

Figure � shows the speed of the world records against the log of their distance� which

shows clearly that the longer events are run at a progressively slower speed� This is the

change in performance which we are seeking and the slowing with distance is easier to see on

this scale� A horizontal line in this plot would represent a constant speed for all distances�

or a perfectly linear increase in Figure �� which would not be reasonable� A straight line

�vi � a�bdi or vi � a�b log�di�� would also not be a particularly good �t to this relationship�

We show model ��� above transformed in terms of speed as the solid lines in Figure � � see

x������

Figure � about here

Francis ������� Henry ���� and later Purdy ������ modelled the changes in speed
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with distance � the so�called �running curve
� We will use Francis
 model in x���� Henry
s

model involved several exponential terms to represent various physiological processes at the

di�erent distances and while describing the patterns in Figure � quite accurately� particularly

in the transitions from sprint to middle to long distance events as each term of the model

takes e�ect� it is highly�parameterised and di�cult to �t� Purdy ������ considered many

models for the �running curve
 and re�estimated Henry
s physiological model using non�linear

least�squares�

����� Sprints

One point to note is that the ���m and ���m events show quite di�erent behaviour� as the

speed �curve
 �attens o� for these � maximum �average� speed appears to be achieved around

��m� so in fact for the men
s records the ���m is run at a higher average speed than the

���m� although the same is not yet true of the women
s records� To capture this turning

point� we would need quite a highly parameterised model� However� we do not have many

data points available� so instead we follow Francis ������ and usually ignore the two sprint

events� suggesting that they are su�ciently di�erent �being run primarily anaerobically� and

dependent upon the start and acceleration phase of the race to require a di�erent type of

modelling�

����� Models in terms of speed

The �t shown by the solid lines in Figure � is the rearrangement of models ��� and ��� above

in terms of speed�

log�vi� � �a� �� � b� log�di� ���

or vi � exp��a�d��bi ���

We can estimate model ��� in terms of �log� speed� although the �tted values� residuals and

�transformed� parameter estimates do not change a great deal�





We can see from Figure � that this is a poor approximation to the change in speed with

distance that we observe� even though in Figures � and � the �ts to time and log�time�

appear to be reasonable� as these are dominated by the nearly linear increase in time with

distance� We seek a more �exible model for this speed decrease�

��� A more �exible model

Francis ������ proposed the following simple model for average speed as a function of event

distance �for distances above ���m��

vi �
A

log�di��B
� C ��

for parameters A� B and C� C is the speed at very long distances� exp�B� is an asymptote�

which might be interpreted as the distance at which maximum speed is attained� and A

measures the decrease in speed with �transformed� distance� To �t this model� we use a

non�linear optimisation routine to minimise the sum of squared residuals in speed� For the

data above� we obtain the estimated parameters shown in Table ��

Table � about here

These parameters suggest that women reach their maximum speed at a longer distance than

men � from exp� �B� � 	���m vs ����m� although this term is estimated on distances much

greater than this� that they run slower at longer distances � �C�� but that their decrease in

speed with distance � �A� is less� Model �� gives us the dashed curves shown in Figure �� We

note that the �t is much better than that for the power law model ��� in both RSS �v� and

RSS �log�t���

To obtain standard errors of these estimates we might use for example the jackknife

method� However� with such a small sample� this is unlikely to be reliable� so instead we

simplify the model� while retaining it
s �exibility�

	



��� Linearisation

We see from model �� that a key element is the inverse of the log transform of �scaled�

distance� The asymptote term �B� introduces non�linearity to the model� which is hard

to justify on such a small sample size� Also� the asymptote means that this model cannot

represent sprint events� Instead of the log transform� we could consider �tting some other

�power� transform of distance and trying to reformulate the model in a linear form� to make

estimation easier �for instance� model ��� results in a power of ���b � ����� instead of log��

An example we considered is based upon a shifted power transform �or �started power
� e�g�

Mosteller and Tukey ��������

vi � A�d�B�� � C �	�

for some parameters A� B� and C and a �negative� power �� C is again speed at long

distances� B is the distance at which maximumspeed is attained and Ameasures the decrease

in speed with transformed distance� We �t this model to the world record data and display

the results in Table � below�

Table � about here

We �xed the location parameter B after �nding that it did not vary a great deal between

�ts on both the �th best �below� and the world record data� for various years and for men

and women� Keller ������ estimated a distance of ���m at which the race changes from a

sprint to a long�distance race� using di�erent energy sources� so our estimate of ��m seems

reasonable� Similarly we �xed the power �� which is equivalent to choosing the log transform

in model ��� The full parameterisation of model �	� is ill�determined� so by constraining

these two parameters� B and �� based upon our empirical observations we can then better

determine the other two �A and C� and so interpret changes in these � see section ��

Having �xed the parameters B and � we can also estimate model �	� by ordinary least

squares to obtain standard errors for the estimated parameters � shown in Table � above�
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��� �th best times

World records are by their nature extremes� so that we may be a little cautious about �tting

to these � we observe considerable scatter around the curves in Figure �� We could consider

adapting our procedures to account for the extreme value behaviour� although we have

relatively little information from the small sample size� However� we also have available�

the current top �� times for each event� which should give a more representative pattern of

performance� Figure � plots the speeds of the �th best times with some �tted curves� We

have chosen the �th best as a median summary� since some of the top �� times included

results by the same athlete� so excluding these gives us about �	 results for each event� We

see that these speeds exhibit a much smoother decrease with �log� distance than the records

�also shown��

Figure � about here

We can re�t our model �� to this to obtain some small changes in the estimated param�

eters� Similarly we re�t model ��� �to log�v��� giving the residual sums of squares shown in

Table � below�

Table � about here

We also estimate model �	� for these data� using ordinary least squares � see Table �

Table � about here

This model now suggests that men run about ���m�s faster than women at shorter distances�

reducing to ��	m�s faster at longer distances� Model �	� is the best��tting of the models we

have considered�

��� Estimated times

We can examine the estimated times from this model� both for distances within the �t and

for intermediate distances which we have not included� see Table 	�

Table � about here
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For the women� while the ����m and ���m times are marginally slower than predicted

from the other records� the ����m and particularly the �����m times are faster than we

would expect� Both of these are held by China
s Wang Junxia � see Robinson and Tawn

����� for an examination of the ����m record� For the men� the ����m and ����m times

seem reasonable� but the ���m and the �����m time are faster than we would predict�

The ���m record is held by Ethiopia
s Haile Gebresalassie and the �����m by Morocco
s

Salah Hissou� Before this was broken� Gebresalassie
s previous time ��	������ was often

considered to be one of the outstanding world records�

We note that the men
s marathon is slightly under�estimated � this distance may be

approaching the limit of the model validity� in particular� Henry
s ���� physiological model

shows a distinct further decrease in speed around the ��km point� which we are unable to

capture with fewer parameters� Also� the demands of the marathon means that it will not

be attempted as often as the other distances and it is the only event run on the road� so we

might not expect to �t this well� although the women
s �t is remarkably good�

����� Ultra distances

We might also consider the long�distance speed term C� If we interpret this as the speed an

athlete might achieve when running very long distances� then we can consider� for instance

the ���km world records� These are currently run at about ���� m�s for men �	��	����� and

���	 m�s for women ���������� which compare reasonably well with our parameter estimates

� men� �C � ��		� women� �C � ����� in particular the estimates are still higher� Predicting

from our model to these distances gives poor estimates� since this is considerably outside the

range of �tting�
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� Comparison of performances

An initial motivation for studying the world record data and modelling the decrease in speed

with distance was to allow us to compare performances by a single athlete at a range of

distances � i�e� to obtain an objective measure of performance� which is independent of the

distance run� Then� for instance a km race could be used as a predictor for a ��km one

or the e�ect of training could be seen in improved performances� not necessarily all at the

same distance� Such measures have been considered in the past e�g� Purdy ������ derived

a scoring system based upon changes to the �running curve
� while Riegel ������ considered

percentage of the world record speed as a measure of performance� We use the world top ��

data ��	 individuals� to suggest a suitable comparison�

��� Top �� times

To characterise changes in performance at each distance we consider the inter�quartile range

of the top �	 times� or the di�erence in speed between the �th and ��th times� Figure  shows

this di�erence in speed� for both men and women� which shows a decrease with distance� and

hence with speed � the ���m� ���m and ���m have notably large spreads� due to clusters of

very fast results� probably at major championships� Instead we consider the ratio of speeds

�Figure 	�� which now appears more uniform�

Figure � about here

Figure � about here

��� Ratio of speed

This leads us to suggest that performances decline away from the world record approximately

in a constant ratio of speed� This is based on arguably little data � the top �� times are only

available for major championship distances� although it seems reasonable and agrees with
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Riegel ������� We then normalise results as a proportion of the actual or estimated �th best

time� avoiding problems of comparing against a particularly exceptional world record�

��� An example comparison

In practice then we compare an individual athlete
s results as follows� a ��km time of ����s

������� is ����� of the world �th best speed� while a km time of �		s ��	��	� is ���	� of the

corresponding world �th best speed� Riegel ������ suggests that many athletes may run at

the same percentage of the world record �or in our case �th best� speed over many distances�

This seems unlikely as di�erent athletes will have di�erent strengths� while the world records

are achieved by the best athlete at each distance � for example the same athlete above has

run �����s for ���m� which is �� of the �th best speed� and he is known to be stronger at

shorter distances� Therefore to compare di�erent performances� we need not only normalise

with respect to the world class results at each distance� but also to an athlete
s current

personal best at each distance � this might lead us to estimate a personal performance curve

against which results can be compared�

� Long�term trends in records

A further motivation for considering several di�erent distances jointly is when measuring

trends or seeking lower bounds on athletic performance� Any such study may be more

powerful if applied to a range of distances than to a single one� We note however that it

is likely that development of performance at di�erent distances may not have been uniform

through the years� Also� this analysis assumes that each record used is representative of

the same level of performance� This may be reasonable for records at regularly contested

distances� however for example� championship performances would not be suitable as these

are a�ected by race tactics and can be relatively slow�
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��� Previous work

Such a study of long�term lower bounds on performance was presented by Blest ����	�� using

model ��� above� To consider change through time� this model was �tted to each Olympic

year individually� then simpli�ed to have only one intercept term a for all years� The change

in the parameter by through the years was then modelled using various parametric forms

with asymptotes� to represent a theoretical lower bound on the world record times� Note

that the parameter b in model ��� is interpreted as the rate of decrease in speed with distance

run� so that change in this parameter should really be thought of as equalisation of average

speed between di�erent distances� rather than an overall increase in performance through the

years� We display variation in the estimated parameters a and b together with estimated ��

con�dence intervals for these for the �� Olympic years since ���� in Figures � and � �joint

con�dence intervals for the two parameters� estimates of which are correlated� are slightly

wider � the marginal ones shown corresponding to approximately ��� joint coverage��

Figure � about here

Figure � about here

We also note that the residual correction used by Blest ����	� to correct for under�

estimation of the existing ���m� ���m and marathon records is an approximate correction

for the curvature we see in Figure � and that there are similar residual problems at the other

events�

��� Trends in parameters

To use our model �	� for this study� we also re�estimate it for each Olympic year� We consider

only the men
s data as the women
s records do not go back beyond ���� for most distances�

Figures � and �� show the variation in the estimated parameters� Ay and Cy� together with

estimated� marginal �� con�dence intervals around these � note that these intervals are

much narrower in relation to the changes in the estimates for this model� i�e� the parameters
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are determined more precisely� particularly Cy �joint con�dence intervals� as for model �	�

above� are slightly wider� but the conclusion remains the same��

Figure 	 about here

Figure �
 about here

We refer to Blest ����	� for a discussion of possible parametric forms for the trend in

these parameters � we �t two of these models to the observed trend in Cy� The �rst is the

extended Chapman�Richards form � shown as the thick line on Figure ���

Cy � � � ��� � exp���y���

Where y � �year � �������� with �� � ����� �� � ������ �� � ����� �� � ���� ��tted by

non�linear least�squares� which gives a limit of �C� � �� � �� � ��m�s� We also �t the

anti�symmetric exponential model�

Cy � � � � exp����y � ��� y � � ���

Cy � � � ��� � exp���y � ���� y 	 � ���

with �� � ���	� �� � ������ �� � ����� �� � ������ with a limit of �C� � �� � ���	m�s� The

parameter � corresponds to a slowing in the rate of change from about ��� onwards� which

reduces the �nal limit�

��� Lower Bounds

Using both of these models� we then compute predicted lower bounds on times for each

distance from model �	� by setting C � �C�� The results are shown in Table ��

Table � about here

Clearly these results are dependent upon the parametric assumption we make � in particular

equations ��� and ��� include a strong slowing in the rate of change after ���� However

the results do suggest that the �����m record is perhaps not so extreme as is sometimes

thought�
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While we must be cautious in predicting limits to performance� due to changes in training�

diet and race preparation � see for example Masood ����	� � we can for instance compare the

percentage of the predicted limits for di�erent records to identify those which may perhaps

be broken more easily� For example� Sebastian Coe
s ���m mark has stood since ���� and

still appears to be comparable to many of the other more recent records� This event is very

di�cult� requiring both sprinting strength and middle�distance stamina� suggesting that this

record is all the more remarkable� The marathon mark also appears weak� although this is

a very demanding event� with less attempts at world class level and is also at the limit of

the validity of our model� so we would not necessarily forecast that this will be broken by a

substantial margin in the near future�

� Conclusions

We have characterised the decrease in average speed with distance as a natural and useful

measure of performance for athletic events� We can describe this decrease with various

parametric models� We demonstrated that a simple shifted power transformation of distance

captures the observed shape of this decrease� which some commonmodels do not� We can use

the estimated curve to compare an individual athlete
s performances at di�erent distances�

by computing the fraction of the �tted speed which was achieved� Also� if we assume that

the shape of this curve has been constant through the years� which seems reasonable when

we estimate it for each Olympic year� then we can consider the observed trend in parameters

of these models and suggest limits for these and hence for the world record times� The form

of our model gives apparently more precision in this estimation�
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Tables

�a �b RSS �log�t�� RSS �v�

men ���� ������� ����� �������� ������ ����

women ���		 ������� ����� ������� ������ ��		

Table �� Parameters of model ��

�A �B �C RSS �log�t�� RSS �v�

men ����� ���� ���� ������ ������

women ���� ���� ���� ������ �����	

Table �� Parameters of model ��

�A �B �C �� RSS �log�t�� RSS �v�

men ����� �����	� ��� ��	� ������� ����	�� ������� ����	�

women �	�� ������� ��� ���� ������� ����	�� ������� ������

Table �� Parameters of model �� �world records

Model RSS�log�t�� RSS�v�

��� men ����	� �����

women ������ �����

�� men ������� ����	�

women ������� ������

Table �� RSS for models �tted to �th best times

�A �B �C �� RSS �log�t�� RSS �v�

men �	��� ������� ��� ��		 ������� ����	�� ������� �����

women ���� ����	�� ��� ���� ������� ����	�� ������� ������

Table �� Parameters of model �� ��th best times
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Distance Actual Predicted Residual

men ����m ������� ������� ����

women ����m ������� ������ ����

men ����m �����	� ������� ����

women ����m ���	��� ������� �����

men ���m �������� ������� ����

women ���m ����	�� ������� �����

men �����m �	������ �	����� ����	

women �����m �������� �������� �����

men marathon ���	����� �������� ������

women marathon ������	��� ���������� �����

Table �� Estimated record times� model ��

Chapman�Richards Anti�symmetric exponential

Distance

�m�

Record

�s�� ���	

Predicted

lower

bound �s�

Di�erence

�s�

� of

limit

Predicted

lower

bound �s�
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Figure 1: Current world records
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Figure 2: Log scale
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Figure 3: Current world record speed
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Figure 4: 8th best times
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Figure 5: Difference in speed
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Figure 6: Ratio of speed
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Figure 7: Variation in a (model (1))
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Figure 8: Variation in b  model (1)
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Figure 9: Variation in A  model (6)
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Figure 10: Variation in C  model (6)
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